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At a time when alternative funds are being
blamed in some quarters for exacerbating
the financial industry crisis, if not necessarily
actually provoking it, and politicians
throughout the world are calling for greater
regulation of hedge funds and their
managers, it might seem incongruous that
Jersey is currently revelling in the successful
introduction of a new fund regime that does
not involve any regulation all.

The island’s Unregulated Funds regime
came into force on February 19 this year.
Within two months of its launch 10 funds had
already been established and the number
has now grown to 26, despite a market
environment in which fundraising for the
majority of alternative strategies is tricky and

many fund promoters are battening down the
hatches.

“Considering that the number of fund
launches generally has slowed, the industry
is encouraged by such a promising start,”
says Robert Kirkby, technical director at
industry promotional body Jersey Finance.
“We are seeing significant interest in the new
regime and law firms on the island have
reported a surge of enquiries about the new
rules.”

The new regime was conceived after
members of the island’s fund sector and the
industry regulator, the Jersey Financial
Services Commission, had considered
adding an ultra-lightly regulated vehicle to its
existing regime for alternative funds,
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Recent years have seen an increasing
number of specialist funds launched in
Jersey, including property, private equity and
hedge funds as well as so-called ‘alternative
alternatives’. They have used traditional fund
authorisation processes but also in recent
times the fast-track routes offered by the
Expert Fund Guide, the Listed Fund Guide
and now the Unregulated Fund regime.

Over the past few years Jersey has
focused on modernising the regulatory
system, in a progressive way to ensure a
minimum of disruption, to provide a safe
harbour for institutional and listed vehicles.
Any fund with a high net worth or highly
sophisticated investor base can enjoy a fast-
track approval process or mere notification
procedure that can enable it to be
established in as little as a couple of hours.

The shift in focus to regulation of service
providers rather than of funds has been
welcomed by the industry because it
reduces the burden on the Jersey Financial
Services Commission, speeds up the
authorisation process, ensures that
regulation is at an appropriate level, and
makes it possible to take on new business
much more easily. This has enhanced the
ability of Jersey administrators to compete for
work internationally.

The capability of Jersey financial services
providers is honed by the fact that the
market is open to competition from
companies elsewhere. All Jersey structures
allow the use of non-Jersey service
providers, with unregulated funds and very
private funds (with fewer than 16 investors)
needing no Jersey providers at all. There is a
recognition that competition for service
provision is now global and there is nothing
that ties a fund promoter to obtaining their
administration services from a particular
jurisdiction.

This vigorous competitive environment is

leading to a polarisation in the fund servicing
industry between specialist local firms, which
offer a bespoke service and tend to be ready
to accommodate even small start-up
managers, and the largest global groups,
which have made huge investment in IT and
have developed sophisticated international
outsourcing networks that offer clients high-
quality, seamless services at an
advantageous cost as well as a single point
of contact in Jersey.

But there remains plenty of room in the
market for smaller providers that pride
themselves on being more nimble and with
the flexibility to adapt more easily to clients’
individual needs. Over the past few years a
number of local fund service providers have
been launched in Jersey, including spin-offs
from existing administrators or new ventures
by established firms such as trust
companies.

This combination of a broad range of
structuring and regulatory options and the
development of a varied and sophisticated
custody and administration industry is
attracting increasing hedge fund business
from Europe, assisted by frequent daily
flights to London and connections to other
capitals and business centres. For promoters
who prefer to establish their funds in a more
convenient time zone than the Caribbean
jurisdictions, Jersey is aiming – with some
success – to position itself as the jurisdiction
of choice.

The extension of the full benefits of the
Unregulated Fund regime from companies to
unit trusts and limited partnerships will
enhance Jersey’s ability to compete at least
on an equal footing with rival hedge fund
centres such as the Cayman Islands. The
regime is the latest and, we think, the best
attempt so far to provide a really viable
alternative to Cayman – arguably the first
such alternative in the past 20 years. ■

C A R E Y  O L S O N
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introduced with the issue of the Expert Fund
Guide in February 2004.

However, they concluded that merely
refining the Expert Fund concept – due
diligence performed by the fund’s
administrator rather than the regulator, a 72-
hour guaranteed authorisation turnaround –
did not offer Jersey a significant advance that
would provide it with a viable alternative to
the Cayman Islands registered fund, the
default standard for offshore hedge fund
vehicles.

The Unregulated Fund regime is designed
to challenge Cayman head on and go even a
little further. Unregulated Eligible Investor
Funds and Unregulated Exchange Traded
Funds established under the new regime
have no limit on the number of investors, no
investment or borrowing restrictions and no
requirement to use Jersey service providers,
although they are subject to the island’s anti-
money laundering rules. And unlike Cayman
funds, they do not have to be audited.

“It is really two regimes in one,” says
Daniel O’Connor, a senior associate in the
corporate group of law firm Carey Olsen. “If
you are listed on any one of 50 exchanges
worldwide, you don’t need any further
regulation in Jersey. And if you sell to
sophisticated investors with USD10m in net
assets together with their spouse, corporate
or professional investors, or those investing
USD1m, you come within the other
unregulated fund regime.

“To fall within the unregulated regime
requires that a Jersey company is involved
either as a general partner or a trustee, or
for the fund to be a Jersey company, but
otherwise there are no investment
restrictions and no requirement for Jersey
directors or service providers. It allows fund
administration to be carried out wherever
you want it. It’s very straightforward, you put
a simple statement on the front of the
prospectus saying, ‘This fund is not
regulated in Jersey’. Being a notification-only
regime enables a fund to be established in
just a few hours.”

Alan Brint, a senior manager at Royal
Bank of Canada in Jersey and head of RBC
Wealth Management’s corporate and
institutional business in the British Isles,
says: “For many years Cayman has been a
particularly attractive location for setting up

unregulated funds relatively quickly and
relatively inexpensively.

“Jersey looked to get a slice of the
alternative fund cake, and started off through
the introduction of the Expert Fund regime
four years ago. This is a natural evolution of
that regime, focusing on lower requirement
of institutional and sophisticated investors for
protection and regulation of the funds.”

The regime is on the point of being
refined to make it easier for limited
partnerships and unit trusts as well as
corporate fund structures to take advantage
of its provisions. “At the moment the general
partner of an unregulated limited partnership
is in effect regulated,” says Edward
Devenport, a partner with Mourant du Feu &
Jeune.

“Unless you have an existing regulated
limited partner, which is unusual, it makes it
more difficult to use. At the moment a
corporate fund is entirely unregulated in
Jersey while a limited partnership is not, but
hedge funds often use limited partnerships
on their own or in combination with
companies. That is a barrier at the moment
but it should be addressed shortly.”

While the same issue applies to unit
trusts, Devenport says, it would be less
typical to set up a special-purpose vehicle as
a trustee for a unit trust; in fact fund
sponsors would normally use a professional
trustee that is already covered by the
regulatory framework. “But with limited

O V E R V I E W
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partnerships you almost always set up an
SPV general partner for each fund,” he says.

The Jersey fund industry has not so far
stressed the cost advantages of unregulated
funds but Devenport says they should not be
discounted. “One quite unusual thing about
the regime is that there are no fees payable
to the Jersey authorities,” he says. “One
might ask what’s in it for Jersey?

“The view is that if that kind of business
comes to Jersey, ultimately Jersey-based
service providers will benefit. It’s not a
requirement to use Jersey service providers
other than in respect of a registered office,
but I’ve seen several enquiries that envisage
using a locally-based registrar or auditor,
even though those are not compulsory.
That’s the sort of thing one can expect to
see more of if Jersey wins more business as
a domicile.”

The introduction of unregulated funds is
the latest stage in a process of reinvention of
Jersey’s fund industry, once characterised by
a focus on retail funds and promoters with
established reputations, that became
increasingly pressing as long-only funds
aimed at a cross-border market started to
disappear to European Union centres such
as Luxembourg and Dublin.

“There are still some funds aimed at the
retail or lower-value end of the market, but
the majority is much more for the higher
end,” says David Pirouet, a partner with

PricewaterhouseCoopers. “Ashburton was
established here a few years ago and
continues to manage a range of long-only
funds, but there are not many others left
now. Lloyds and Barclays have retail
products, but most of their funds have
moved to Luxembourg.”

The launch of the Expert Fund regime
was the catalyst for a surge in growth of the
funds sector over the past four-and-a-half
years, bringing assets under administration
to GBP244.2bn at the end of June. Devenport
agrees that this was the key development
from a domicile perspective, although he
points out that it would be quite wrong to
assume there was no hedge fund industry in
Jersey before 2004.

“We have been involved with the Lyxor
hedge fund platform, which has been
domiciled in Jersey around for a decade and
operated quite comfortably within the existing
regime before Expert Funds were introduced.
And aside from domicile, the island has
been involved with other aspects of hedge
funds that also predate the regime, such as
collateralised debt obligation structures that
may use a hedge fund manager.”

Richard Thomas, a partner with law firm
Ogier and chairman of the Jersey Funds
Association, says: “Jersey has earned a
reputation over the years for its ability to
adapt and tailor its services according to the
prevailing markets, and its current regulatory
regime, with the changes implemented this
year, make us one of the most flexible
European jurisdictions in the alternative fund
sector. There is no doubt that flexibility and
innovation will be crucial in maintaining the
growth of Jersey’s funds sector in the current
global financial climate.”

Devenport adds: “Jersey has been making
big strides to attract hedge fund domicile
business. Expert Funds were the first step,
but there was recognition that there wasn’t
an entirely level playing field in terms of
competing with jurisdictions such as Cayman
for domicile. That was the driver behind the
Unregulated Funds regime.

“No-one in Jersey is naïve enough think
that as a result of that regime the Cayman
domicile tap will be turned off and the Jersey
tap turned on. It’s more about Jersey having
a complete suite of regimes for all fund
types, from unregulated funds at one end of

O V E R V I E W
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The rising price of oil and the emergence of
sovereign wealth funds from the Gulf region
have focused attention on the growing
financial strength of the region and on its
rapid emergence as a market for investment
products. This has created new opportunities
for Jersey because of the island’s reputation
for professionalism and experience in the
structuring and servicing of specialised
investment vehicles.

Jersey’s name is already well established
in the Gulf thanks to corporate and fiduciary
business from the region, but the island has
also been in the forefront of developments in
hedge funds that meet the requirements of
Shariah law. This is a particularly complex
field because various investment techniques
widely employed by hedge funds, including
the use of leverage and short selling of
stocks, are generally incompatible with the
prescriptions of Shariah law.

However, there are various ways of
structuring hedge funds in order to ensure
their compliance with the requirements of
Islam. Promoters have been able to develop
funds in partnership with Shariah scholars
that offer effective investment techniques
while respecting the tenets of the law.
Constructive thinking has made it possible to
create transactions and structures that have
similar economic effects to the use of
conventional derivatives.

As a result of these efforts, the number of
Islamic hedge funds in the market is growing
rapidly, and Jersey has been chosen as the
domicile for several of these funds because of
its expertise in this field. Structuring a Shariah-
compliant fund requires not only general
awareness of the principles involved but
detailed knowledge on the part of law firms
involved in this work. A substantial investment
of structuring input is usually required from the
lawyers before final approval for conformity is
sought from Shariah scholars.

One of the difficulties for some developers
of Islamic hedge funds that use a ‘black box’
approach to creating compliant structures is
that one of the fundamental principles of
Shariah is transparency. This has raised
questions about the extent to which some
highly complex structures designed to
replicate conventional economic effects are
fully Shariah-compliant.

In contrast to practice in the traditional
hedge fund industry, Shariah investors would
expect a substantially transparent product. In
future, therefore, Shariah-compliant hedge
funds may well be even cheaper to set up
than traditional products, because the manager
is disclosing much of the product rather than
simply the past performance of a black-box
model that is kept secret from investors.

Given that many of these black-box
models have been found wanting amid the
market upheavals of the past year, as well
as the new restrictions on pure short selling
of financial companies in many markets, the
emergence of successful Islamic funds may
eventually lead to greater transparency in the
hedge fund industry as a whole.

Conventional fund products continue to
enjoy a substantial market share in the
Middle East, but all the evidence suggests
that Shariah-compliant vehicles are growing
even faster. Demand for hedge funds is likely
to continue to expand in the future as
investors in Islamic countries increasingly
recognise the benefits of non-correlation, risk
reduction and diversification that they can
bring to an investment portfolio.

While some Moslems may continue to
hold reservations about the compliance of
certain hedge fund products, the growth of
the market is likely to bring greater
consensus among Islamic scholars on
techniques that are acceptable under
Shariah law and greater certainty for fund
promoters and investors alike. ■

V O I S I N L AW
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the scale to recognised funds at the other,
and in between products such as Expert
Funds and Listed Funds involving a
moderate level of regulation.”

Pirouet also notes that Jersey is seeing an
increasing number of so called Cobo funds,
set up under the island’s Control Of
Borrowing Ordinance. “These are private
structures typically set up by family offices or
similar organisations, where the number of
investors is restricted. They are quick and
easy to establish, and the investment rules
are flexible.”

In addition, he says, while Cobo funds
appear in the official statistics, other private
funds do not because the share offering is
restricted to one particular family. “There are
very large sums involved and they cover all
the alternatives, hedge, private equity and
property, but they won’t appear in the
statistics,” Pirouet says.

Michael Rothwell, managing director of
LaSalle Fund Services in Jersey, plays down
the concern that unregulated funds will
cannibalise the Expert Funds and other
existing regimes. “At the moment we’re not
seeing any cannibalisation, although it’s still
early days. But what’s important is not so
much whether one part of the fund regime
cannibalises another as whether
administration work will stay in Jersey.

“Jersey’s administration offering is a very
strong one, especially in private equity and
real estate. The island’s expertise is genuine
and deep. Even if funds are launched within
an unregulated fund framework, Jersey will
remain the jurisdiction of choice in which to
administer them, although we may see some

level of offshoring, particularly of the back-
office processing element, leaving the higher-
end skills in Jersey.”

Last November the administration industry
received a significant boost through changes
to the legal structure for fund regulation that
have made it easier for them to take on
funds domiciled outside Jersey. By bringing
fund administrators within the scope of the
Financial Services (Jersey) Law of 1998, an
overarching piece of legislation intended
eventually to encompass the entire financial
industry, service providers no longer need to
apply for a separate permit for each new
piece of business they take on.

“The revisions mean a change from
regulation of both fund and service provider
to regulation of the service provider, but the
fund only where it is Jersey-domiciled [and
not an unregulated fund],” Devenport says. “A
Jersey-regulated provider with fund services
registration can now service a non-Jersey
domiciled fund without having to obtain
specific approval to do so. For a Jersey-
regulated fund there will be a process to go
through, but again the service provider
doesn’t have to obtain a specific permit to
act in respect of that fund.

“The changes are designed to promote
efficiency and enable Jersey service
providers to take on new business easily,
and to a large extent supersedes the Non-
Domiciled Fund Guide. If a Jersey-regulated
service provider wants to service a non-
Jersey domiciled fund it can just do it. It’s
just a question of submitting a notification to
the Commission.”

Bill Gibbon, a group partner in the
commercial practice at Voisin, believes that
while they will help administrators take on
more non-Jersey funds, ultimately the
changes will also attract more promoters to
domicile funds in the island. “If they can
confirm that they are acting for a fund that is
materially equivalent to an Expert Fund,
Jersey administrators can sell their services
freely around the world,” he says.

“We assume there will be a high degree
of confidence that a Jersey-regulated firm is
an appropriate service provider because of
the high standard of regulation. And
hopefully on the back of that promoters will
be minded to set up Jersey products as
well.” ■

O V E R V I E W
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The credit crunch and its aftershocks may
be wreaking havoc in the global financial
markets and institutions around the world
may be tottering, but for at least for now the
fund services industry in Jersey is continuing
to thrive. While growth in the island’s assets
under administration came to a halt in the
second quarter and some promoters are
hastily rethinking their investment strategy,
service providers say their outlook continues
to look promising given the troubled
backdrop.

“Our sales funnel still looks very strong,
and we are still getting significant inquiries
from promoters interested in setting up funds
in the Channel Islands,” says Alan Brint,
head of RBC Wealth Management’s

corporate and institutional business in the
British Isles. “There has obviously been an
effect from the credit crunch in terms of
more cautious investment focus. We’ve seen
a number of funds liquidate positions that
might be considered at the more risky end of
the spectrum, but so far the effects have
been relatively limited.”

Brint acknowledges, however, that this
outlook may reflect the particular nature of
RBC’s clientele. “The clients we deal with are
fairly conservative and are in the market for
the long term, unlike other types of fund that
might react negatively to falling stock
markets and the credit crunch. The investors
in our institutional funds tend to take a more
long-term approach.”

I N D U S T R Y
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Helping to build your 
offshore presence

Capita Fiduciary Group Limited and some of its direct and indirect subsidiaries and affiliates are licensed and regulated either by the 
Jersey Financial Services Commission or the Guernsey Financial Services Commission or as permit holders pursuant to the Collective 
Investment Funds (Jersey) Law 1988.

Capita Fiduciary Group is a turn key provider 
of outsourcing services for fund and fund 
management entities.

We have an experienced and dedicated team who 
can assist you in establishing an offshore presence 
in Jersey.

Our portfolio of services includes the following:

Co-ordination of professional advisers

Liaison with Jersey regulators for licences and 
regulatory approvals

Directors with relevant experience

Compliance Officer and regulatory compliance 
support

Fully functional managed office facilities

Provision of employees

Operation and maintenance of bank accounts

Maintenance of all books and records 

Financial and management reporting 

To find out more about our services, 
please contact Robert Ayliffe:

Tel:  + 44 (0) 1534 847432

Fax: + 44 (0) 1534 847001

Email: robert.ayliffe@capita.je

Offices in:

Jersey

Guernsey

London

Dublin

Amsterdam

www.capitafiduciary.je



Fund managers are increasingly looking to
establish a physical presence in offshore
jurisdictions, either to optimise tax
efficiencies for their funds and management
companies or simply because a lifestyle
change is desired.

At Capita Fiduciary Group (CFG), we have
seen a rapid increase in demand for support
in establishing a physical presence in Jersey.
Setting up an office can be a costly exercise,
and most fund managers are reluctant to
take on the burden of finding office space
and staff and dealing with the necessary
regulatory licences and government
approvals that are frequently required.

The impact of tax legislation in the
jurisdiction where the client and/or advisor is
based may have a significant bearing on the
development of a physical presence in
Jersey. This means that the services required
and supplied can vary widely, based on
advice from tax and legal advisors and the
requirements of local regulatory bodies.

If the activities of the Jersey office fall
within the regulatory scope of the Jersey
Financial Services Commission (JFSC), which
may be the case for certain fund
management services, there will be
additional requirements of the service
provider appointed to help.

In determining whether to licence a fund
management company, the JFSC will be
considering whether the applicant is “fit and
proper” and, in particular, the integrity,
competence, financial standing, structure and
organisation of the applicant and certain
persons related to it.

If an applicant is seeking to outsource to
a specialist service provider under a
managed office arrangement, the JFSC will
also look at the appropriateness of those
systems, controls or functions to be
outsourced. A detailed services agreement
should be in place between the applicant

and the service provider, which the JFSC will
consider as part of the licensing process.

Fund managers moving to Jersey will need
to have an appropriate procedures manual to
document the systems and controls in place
to manage the affairs of the regulated activities
effectively. Furthermore, a compliance officer,
money laundering reporting officer and Jersey-
based directors with relevant skills and
experience might be needed.

As the complexities increase, it is vital that
fund managers moving to Jersey engage with
service providers that have specialist skills
and experience that demonstrably go beyond
straightforward company administration. 

At CFG, we have a team specialising in
providing turn-key managed office services
that include the provision of serviced office
facilities with phones, faxes, secretarial
support and employees, to the provision of
all relevant regulatory and compliance
support, including pro-forma procedures
manuals, compliance officers and directors
with relevant experience.

The methodology we have adopted allows
fund managers to focus on what they do
best – manage their funds.

Based in Jersey, CFG is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Capita Group, a FTSE 100
company.  Originally founded in 1956, CFG is
now one of Jersey’s biggest and fastest-
growing financial services groups, with offices
in London, Dublin, Guernsey and Amsterdam.
Having recently acquired the trust business of
PricewaterhouseCoopers in Jersey, CFG now
employs around 250 staff, the majority of
which are professionally qualified, including in-
house tax and legal specialists. 

Completely independent of any bank,
investment manager, lawyer or accountant,
CFG provides a wide range of services to
both private and corporate sectors, including
trustee, corporate, fund, custody, registrar
and managed office services. ■

C A P I TA  F I D U C I A R Y  G R O U P
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At the same time, Jersey firms are
themselves spreading their wings in other
markets. “A number of Channel Islands
providers, even relatively small and newly-
established ones, are expanding into other
jurisdictions,” Pirouet says. “Aztec, a local
firm that has grown very rapidly, has opened
in Guernsey and Luxembourg over the past
year. Mourant, which is much bigger, has
opened in several jurisdictions, and Capita
has just opened in Guernsey following
Dublin and Gibraltar.

“What has helped the new firms in Jersey,
apart from the market for administration
services continuing to grow, could be greater
flexibility in the labour market than in
Guernsey. Resources have always been an
issue for the Channel Islands and will
continue to be, but generally firms in Jersey
have been able to cope – in several cases
by using processing resources elsewhere,
like State Street, which uses a back office in
Ireland, and LaSalle.”

The constraints of a small island will
always be an issue for Jersey administrators
(and other firms), but it is broadly under
control for the moment, according to
Mourant partner Edward Devenport. “The
market for fund experts, whether they be
lawyers, accountants or administrators, is
definitely a hot one, but the industry is

He is echoed by Daniel O’Connor, a senior
associate in the corporate group of Carey
Olsen, who says the law firm has not seen
much impact in terms of the number of new
launches. “A lot of promoters in the more
traditional areas tell us that fundraising is
difficult, a much tougher environment than
they’ve found in the past,” he says. “But there
seem to be asset classes where capital-
raising is less difficult – we’re seeing a lot of
money going into Eastern Europe, China,
India and South Africa. We are as busy as
we have ever been, and we’re hearing the
same from many administrators as well.”

PricewaterhouseCoopers partner David
Pirouet says: “New hedge funds continue to
come in, many from large promoters that
know and have used the island already. I’m
aware of a couple of private equity funds
that have been stalled because money
hasn’t come through from investors, but
otherwise growth still seems to be
continuing, and several big players are
continuing to raise new funds.”

He also notes a switch to more
opportunistic types of strategy as well as a
changing geographical focus. “Several big
funds have been raised to focus on
distressed debt,” Pirouet says. “Private equity
and property funds in Jersey have
traditionally focused on the UK but now are
turning more to Eastern Europe. A couple of
recent funds from Jersey are investing into
China, and I’m dealing with a large one
going into India.”

Jersey’s emergence as a specialist and
increasingly expert centre for a wide range
of alternative funds over the past four years
has prompted a boom in new administration
firms on the island, some of them spin-offs
from existing service providers, others the
product of expansion from firms already
operating in fund centres such as
Luxembourg, Dublin and Guernsey. 

Pirouet points to newcomers such as Alter
Domus from Luxembourg, IFG Fund Solutions,
part of an Irish-based group that also has
operations in the Isle of Man, LaSalle Fund
Services, which is based in Chicago with
European operations in Dublin, and Heritage,
Investec and International Private Equity
Services, which have launched operations in
Jersey after establishing their businesses in
the sister island.

I N D U S T R Y
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responding to that by becoming more
efficient. For instance, new entrants into the
market are driving up competitiveness and
efficiency.

Devenport points out that almost all the
major fund jurisdictions around the world,
including Guernsey, Dublin and the Cayman
Islands, share the same capacity constraints
and cost issues. “One of the great things
about the unregulated fund regime is that it
doesn’t impose requirements on where you
put service providers, but enables the users
to choose the most effective jurisdiction,”
he says.

Voisin partner Bill Gibbon says the
authorities have responded to Jersey’s
growing need for skilled staff by relaxing its
rules on bringing in experts from outside the
island. “Jersey is more willing to allow
extended licences for specialised employees
now,” he says, adding: “Staff turnover in the
fund management industry doesn’t seem to
be as high this year as maybe two or three
years ago. That may well be because people
aren’t willing to keep pushing salaries up,
but also probably because of the influx of
staff from abroad.

“Staffing issues are still a problem in
certain areas, and a well-known specialist
fund administrator will find work anywhere in
Jersey. But people are not only looking for
the best deal but for the most interesting
work. One of the biggest causes of staff
turnover recently has been people leaving to
join start-up boutique-type administrators.
Some established firms have lost three or
four staff at one go.”

LaSalle managing director Michael
Rothwell argues that the Jersey Financial
Services Commission already offers plenty of
leeway to fund administrators to outsource
functions, as long as ‘mind and
management’ stay on the island. “We’ve very
much part of a growing trend, not only as
one of the many new administrators coming
into the island, but as an office that uses
Dublin operations as part of an outsourcing
model,” he says. “A number of Jersey
administrators now outsource work to
Dublin.

“There are some significant revisions afoot
that will make outsourcing arrangements
even more flexible, but as it currently stands
our model has been able to outsource all the

back office fund administration work to
Ireland. A lot of the hedge fund work in the
island is outsourced fully to Dublin, where
there is greater hedge fund expertise,
although Jersey is particularly strong in
private equity and property work.”

Rothwell notes that what remains in Jersey
is the management and control of the
administration company. “The outsourcing
rules are being amended to allow greater
flexibility,” he says. “Since I came to Jersey in
2000, the island has focused on being
recognised as a well run and well regulated
jurisdiction, and that has meant that a
primary objective of any rule changes has
been to strengthen regulation and boost
quality. What we are seeing now is an
acknowledgement that this has gone far
enough and that there is space to relax the
rules for administrators.”

The strength of this reputation, Rothwell
says, will mean that in the longer term
promoters will continue to establish
regulated funds in Jersey, the availability of
the unregulated alternative notwithstanding.
“The quality of administration will count for
something,” he says. “Even with unregulated
funds, which could double or triple the
number of Jersey-domiciled funds, perhaps
25 or 30 per cent of the administration
business could stick in the island, on top of
the company secretarial and legal work.
Even 25 per cent of a doubling of the
industry would represent significant growth.”

Says O’Connor: “There are a lot of very
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Just months after the launch of Jersey’s
Unregulated Funds regime, there is already
evidence that an appetite is starting to
develop for this new category of funds,
particularly from large pension fund
managers in the UK looking to set up
structures under the new regime. From
RBC’s perspective, these are the seedlings of
what could become a significant area of
growth for the unregulated fund regime
among institutional investors.

Up to now, from a Jersey perspective the
appetite from institutions has been primarily
focused on property funds. However, in the
most recent case a pension fund has
launched a Jersey limited partnership under
the Unregulated Funds regime, primarily for
investment in hedge funds. It suggests that
Jersey’s new fund regime may already be in
the process of developing some useful
market niches.

The Unregulated Funds regime was put in
place primarily in response to the needs of
alternative fund sponsors. For many years
the Cayman Islands have been an attractive
domicile for alternative funds because they
can be set up relatively quickly and
inexpensively, but in the past few years
Jersey has been focusing on winning a slice
of the cake.

These efforts were launched with the
introduction in 2004 of Expert Funds, catering
to the needs of institutional and sophisticated
investors that need less protection through
fund regulation. Unregulated Funds are a
further evolution, designed for investors such
as pension funds or very high net worth
individuals that do not require any regulatory
oversight because they have the required
expertise themselves or employ investment
managers or advisers.

Unregulated Funds do not need to use
Jersey-based service providers, which

dovetails with an existing trend among
service providers toward greater outsourcing,
whether internally or using third-party
services. Groups that have internal access to
operational hubs elsewhere can offer
administration services without having to set
up a third-party outsourcing arrangement.

For instance, RBC uses its affiliate
company, RBC Dexia Investor Services,
which has operational centres in Toronto and
Luxembourg with greater capacity for fund
administration and custody services, to
provide various functions for funds domiciled
in Jersey, Guernsey and Cayman. Over the
past few years the group has set up
operational centres of excellence and sought
to avoid, for instance, offering duplicated
fund administration services in both Channel
Islands.

Such outsourcing solutions are likely to
grow as more funds are established under
the Unregulated Funds regime. However, this
does certainly not spell the end of the
provision of fund administration services in
Jersey, because even where functions are
outsourced, mind and management still have
to be maintained on the island. The Jersey
operation focuses on ensuring that funds are
being administered in accordance with local
regulations and client service level
expectations.

With back-office functions largely carried
out elsewhere, RBC has a volume-insensitive
business model and is no longer constrained
by the ability to find and employ expertise in
fund administration and custody services.

Additionally, the business can now draw
upon RBC Dexia’s technological investment
and global footprint whose IT resources and
service capabilities abroad allow the Channel
Islands’ operations to concentrate on
servicing clients and developing the
business, which is the best of both worlds. ■
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serious players here in trust and company
administration and in fund administration, but
Dublin is more established in terms of hedge
funds. Unregulated funds won’t necessarily
bring more business to Jersey, but it’s an
opportunity to compete. If a fund is
established in your jurisdiction, you will get a
look in, the chance to pitch for the work.
Jersey providers have to be competitive not
just with each other but in the global market,
but it puts them in the frame.”

According to Rothwell, one factor that will
for the time being protect the local
administration industry is that promoters of
existing funds are not allowed to convert
them to unregulated status. “This is because
it would be unreasonable for an investor that
signed up to a fund on the basis that it was
in the regulated sector to subsequently find
that it’s been taken out of that framework
and was now unregulated,” he says. “This
was not done to protect the administration
industry, but it inevitably will do so.”

Brint believes that in future more
administrators will copy RBC’s structure,
which is based on operational hubs of
excellence and avoiding duplication of
functions across the Channel Islands. The
businesses notably enjoy access to the
resources of sister business RBC Dexia
Fund Services in Toronto and Luxembourg,
which have greater capacity to provide fund
administration and custody services. “This
means the Guernsey and Jersey fund

administration units are more focused on
ensuring that the funds are being
administered in accordance with the local
regulations, and more importantly with client
service level expectations,” he says.

“It’s now more of a front office function in
the Channel Islands, while the back office is
elsewhere. This effectively means we have a
volume-insensitive business model. In the
past we were constrained in the business
we could take on by the ability to find and
employ relevant expertise in fund
administration and custody services, but
that’s no longer the case, so it is helping us
to expand the business.”

“The lower added value processing
functions are an important part of the overall
machinery, but it’s more important to be able
to service the client’s needs and be
proactive to their requirements. We don’t
have to spend too much management time
and resources on looking at the processing
element.

“The other advantage is that we are using
the technology resources of a bigger
organisation, RBC Dexia, which has a global
footprint and makes significant investment in
IT. We enjoy the best of both worlds, using
their IT and people, while here in the
Channel Islands we concentrate on mind
and management function, servicing the
clients and developing the business.”

A growing service area for the fund
industry is the provision of office and other
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support services to alternative fund
managers that are increasingly anxious to be
able to demonstrate, mainly to their home
tax authorities, a substantial presence in the
jurisdiction in which their funds are
domiciled. 

At the same time, last November’s
financial services amendment legislation
required providers of management services
to Jersey funds to be regulated. One of the
leaders in this area is Capita, which
following a series of acquisitions now has a
total of around 250 people active in Jersey in
private client business, corporate and
financial services.

“We are seeing an increasingly number of
clients wanting to establish a presence in
Jersey,” says Rob Ayliffe, director of fiduciary
services at Capita Fiduciary Group. “A
management company in Jersey for a hedge
fund or private equity manager will need a
whole suite of services. To find your own
compliance officer, a couple of resident
directors, office space and so on is hugely
expensive and time-consuming. Hedge fund
managers doesn’t want to be bothered with
all that, so they approach service providers
such as Capita who have the skills,
experience, people and system to set it up.”

Members of the industry say that the
pressure of tax authorities on managers to
justify the validity of their offshore
arrangements is a particular driver for the
creation of substantial activities by fund
promoters from countries such as Germany
and Switzerland, although Ayliffe says new
business in this area is not coming
especially from the UK.

He predicts that managers based in
emerging markets will soon start discovering
the benefits of Jersey as a domicile and a
service centre. “It’s only a matter of time
before managers from emerging markets
want to set up a presence here,” he says.
“The jurisdiction sees India and China as
markets where there will be increasing need
to draw on Jersey’s expertise. Jersey Finance
has affiliated with Indian Angels, which
seeks to help facilitate business waves in
both directions.”

O’Connor expects demand from hedge
fund managers to continue growing, the
travails of the global financial environment
notwithstanding. “The island may have been

more attractive to private equity and property
funds but now it’s equally attractive to hedge
funds,” he says. “The fund administration
sector is maturing – there’s been a lot of
investment and huge growth, which reflects
the island winning business through
investment in systems, in client service and
in sensible outsourcing.”

He believes the goal of challenging
Cayman for hedge fund business is
attainable. “As more institutional money
comes into the market, we are seeing hedge
funds geared to institutions being
established in Jersey,” he says. “That brings
greater corporate governance requirements
to bear and attention on whom the service
providers are, what the service levels are,
and especially how risk is managed. Jersey
is well placed to meet the requirements of
those institutional clients, partly because of
its excellent regulatory regime, but also
because of the reputation of its service
providers.” ■
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